
DRAFT Financial Questions for Discussion 10-20-16

FIrst of all, thank you, Jim, for the excellent report. I just reread all of it 
and it is so helpful. I have grouped my questions by fiscal years. (Jerri 
M.)

These are all important questions. I think they should all be brought 
up at the Thursday evening board meeting, so that everyone can hear 
them and participate in the discussion. (Jim M.)

As a preliminary, here are some thoughts:

2016 Budget year
1. Can we use the new capital gift for Sanctuary building and save 

the contingency $$ for future expenditures in Fellowship Hall like 
rehabbing Minister's office and new roof or HVAC?

The $10,000 gift is designated by the donors for use for the buildings. 
Any of the $10,000 not used for the buildings is to be added to the 
endowment fund. There is no stipulation that we have to spend the left 
over "contingency" funds before we spend this new gift. So, that is an 
area for board discussion, particularly around what is the ethical way 
to use the funds.

2. How do we share the budget info you shared in that large 
document?

(We did not have informational congregational meeting in Sept. and 
we need to lay a lot of ground work with congregation before we 
spring budget problems on them. We have not had written treasurer's 
reports in the HLN this year and IMHO we need to start now. )

I would be willing to write an article for Headline News, but it would be 
very difficult to get much detail into the article. It would need to be 
more of an overview. Probably the most important concepts for 
everyone to understand are the "fixed vs discretionary" expenses 
issue and the need for increased revenue. We are still a pastoral size 



congregation, but are stretching ourselves to become a programmed 
congregation. This is always an uncomfortable position for a 
congregation. It often requires an "investment" for the future, but we 
did that this year with the ministerial search, and have used up 
significant savings.

3. The town hall meeting you offered last year was not well 
attended. What other ideas are there? 

4.
The town hall meeting concept is the best way to get the issues before 
the fellowship. However, attendance was quite low last year, and 
probably would be even lower this year. I sense a lot of weariness in 
the congregation as a result of our intense work in the past year, 
particularly around finding a new minister and completing our building. 
It is hard to keep up that level of intensity, especially with declining 
membership. Hurricane Matthew certainly did nothing to help.

5. How is stewardship campaign going? Will there be a generosity 
sermon? How can we do canvass and not take away from 
auction? I am concerned and stumped.

I think Rev. Lori has agreed to have a "generosity" service to help the 
stewardship campaign. However, we need some real activity from a 
stewardship team. Only the Gunters seem to be stepping up to the 
task, and they are new to this (at least at UUFB). Everybody still 
seems to look to Betty for leadership. She has worked hard at this for 
two years, but is overstretched and overworked to an unhealthy level 
in my opinion; she needs a break. Perhaps Jim Key needs to be 
drafted to take a leadership role this year, particularly given the GIFT 
program issue. 

2017 Budget year
6. Is $2,000 better estimate for yard sale? Will it be in spring? 

$2,000 is a much more realistic estimate for a yard sale. It should be 
in the spring. (Scheduled May 20, 2017jr)



7. Can we add another fund raiser or are we too stretched?
It is a mistake to have two major fundraisers so close together, but 
that couldn't be helped this year.

8. Is there any way to make our expenses more favorable for 
GIFT? 

We can discuss GIFT at the meeting. The old methodology was 
flawed, but so too is the new method. The new method really hurts 
congregations in our position. I have reduced the expenses by 
eliminating the SCRIP pass-through. I could also eliminate other pass-
through expenses, although these serve our mission more directly, 
and probably should continue to be included. I asked Norri and Connie 
directly about eliminating pass-through expenses, and they agreed, 
but it was clear that they really hadn't considered this issue thoroughly. 
The policy is for the UUA is to accept the expenses as reported by a 
congregation without audit or documentation. However, I would not 
want to report expenses falsely as a matter of conscience. 

9. Why do search expenses count if they are not reoccurring? Do 
we have to count moving and installation expenses, too?

The rules only state that UUA contributions, mortgage principal and 
capital expenses are to be subtracted from total expenses. There is 
nothing about deducting non-recurring expenses such as ministerial 
search expenses. Quite the contrary - the UUA is very clear on this 
issue and states that large one time expenditures will be "balanced 
out" over time. My issue continues to be the concept of "Honor 
Congregation." But, I've spoken about that at length before, and won't 
repeat the argument. (I'm worn out as well.)

10. How are we going to fund hospitality hours? We need more 
realistic budget from that committee.

The bottom line about hospitality is that we cannot count on the 
committee to give us realistic numbers. The board will just have to 



take leadership with that issue.


